Microclimatic Volatility and Elasticity of Glacier Skiing Demand
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Abstract: The effects of climate conditions and weather on ski tourism have become a hot topic as the negative impacts of climate change on ski tourism become increasingly visible. This study aims at measuring the significance and magnitude of long-term diurnal and daily weather conditions on lift frequentation at an Austrian glacier ski area in terms of the winter and the summer skiing offers. In doing so, it utilizes an autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model to reveal and quantify any volatility associated with ski area visitation and then employs regression models to account for any microclimatic elasticity of glacier skiing demand. The main findings reveal a significant volatility in ski area visitation, especially during the summer seasons. While this study does not aim for an ultimate determination on the reasons for such volatility, skiing demand models illustrate the importance of thermal comfort, especially wind chill factor (WCF), as a major determinant of demand sensitivity for glacier skiing as well as non-skier visits during the summer season. Significant, albeit inelastic, relationships between other microclimatic characteristics, such as snow depth and relative humidity, with visitation and lift frequentation are also identified. Based on these findings, implications according to a changing climate and practical suggestions on the sustainability of winter and summer skiing activities are provided.
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1. Introduction

The effects of short term weather and long-term climate conditions on ski area/resort/destination performances have been a hot topic over the last two decades [1–3], especially as the impacts of climate change on ski businesses are becoming increasingly visible. Since the 19th century, increases in anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions have contributed to a global temperature rise and a consequent decline in the depth and the duration of snow cover [4]. Such physical change has already had its impacts on the highly snow-dependent ski tourism sector [5–9], and more are anticipated throughout the 21st century [10,11] alongside various representative concentration pathways (RCPs) that indicate different magnitudes on the change [4]. Ski tourism as an outdoor recreation activity is also sensitive to intra- and inter-annual climate variability, besides climate change, of not only the most essential snow cover but also other climate elements such as temperature and wind [12,13]. In that sense, empirical studies on the relationship of climate elements with skiing demand provide science, policy, and industry with crucial information on the sustainability of the sector [14].

In a changing climate, high altitude glacier ski areas are regarded as the final frontiers to sustain winter sports [15,16]. Additionally, they are also the few unique venues of the global ski tourism
industry in offering a year-round ski activity extended to the summer seasons [17,18]. This study aims for measuring the long-term effects of weather conditions on the visitation and lift frequentation of such a glacier ski resort in Austria in terms of elasticity and volatility in order to account for any associated demand sensitivity and variability for both the winter and the summer offers. In doing so, we contribute to the knowledge on the relationship between the microclimatic characteristics and the business performance of glacier ski areas and analyze the impact of multiple weather variables on summer skiing demand in the Alps for the first time. We also provide methodological contributions by, firstly, utilizing climate data of highest temporal resolution (10 min), used for the first time in climate and ski tourism research, to account for the more relevant diurnal, rather than the daily effects, and secondly, by introducing the use of the (generalized) autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH/GARCH) model in understanding climate variability based volatility of ski tourism demand.

2. Background

The relationship of weather and climate with ski area/resort/destination performance had been reported in a total of 22 papers at the time of the preparation of this manuscript. These studies provide us with statistical and econometric models for France [19], Switzerland [20], Austria [21–24], Italy [25], Germany, and Slovenia in the Alps [26], Sweden [27,28], Norway [29], and Finland [30,31] in Nordic Europe [26], Czechia, Slovakia [32], and Romania [33,34] in Eastern Europe [26], Spain in Western Europe [26], the USA [13,35–37], Australia [6], and Japan [38].

Japan is one of the largest ski destinations in the world, albeit characterized by a continuous decline in skier visits since the 1990s despite the relative recovery in other mature markets [39]. In their pioneering study [38], Fukushima et al. compared observed and derived daily snow depth data with skier visits at one ski area in Central Japan and six others in the Tohoku region in the north for the period 1988–1996. This analysis included factors such as the decline in ski-interested populations, population aging, economic recession, and the calendar effects of weekends and holidays. Snow depth was confirmed as a positive influence factor of the ski area visits. Likewise, a similar pattern was also found for snow cover and visitation to six Australian ski areas [6], but this time acknowledging the partial offsetting effects of snowmaking.

In the USA, Englin and Moeltner [35] studied college ski trips from Nevada to 13 different ski resorts and quantified the impact of snowfall on visitation by estimating the “snow elasticity of demand” as 0.21. Hamilton et al. [36] carried out analyses on the relationship of daily weather conditions at both the destinations and the origins and skier visits for seven to nine seasons at two ski areas in New Hampshire. They concluded that snow depths and snow conditions in the ski resorts and the source market in Southern New Hampshire and Massachusetts significantly increase the number of skiers with a one-day delay, the latter finding confirming the so-called “backyard” hypothesis. The demand for ski tourism is thus influenced not only by the weather conditions in the ski area but also by those of the residence of the skiers. Shih et al. [13] examined two other ski areas in Michigan and revealed significant positive effects of snow depth and wind chill and negative effects of temperature on skier visits but no relationship with snow depths and snowfall conditions at the “backyards.”

In Europe, Damm et al. [26] realized a pan-continental study that investigates the effects of changes in naturally skiable days, defined, under the term “snow index,” as the proportion of days per month with at least 120 mm snow water equivalent (SWE), on overnight stays in the NUTS-3 regions. The results showed that a one standard deviation change in the snow index would lead to up to a 15% change in the overnight stays, with the highest impact measured for Italy.

In Central Europe, Damm et al. [26] found no significant relationship between the snow index and overnight stays in Czechia but a positive relationship with a magnitude of 3–6% in Slovakia, whereas Demiroglu et al. [32] also revealed significant relationships between daily snow depth, visibility, and temperature and skier visits to a particular Slovak ski area, with the snow depth elasticity as high as 1.2, implying that the demand is positively and highly sensitive to changes in snow cover. Temperature, on the other hand, was a negative regressor, as lower temperatures implied a higher snow depth.
In Romania, Surugiu et al. [33,34] found out that a 1 °C increase in temperature and a 1 cm decrease in snow depth would reduce the hotel occupancy rates by 1.3 and 0.13% and the number of visitors by 322 and 46 people, respectively, at Predal ski resort, whereas a 1 cm decrease in snow depth and a 1 day decrease in skiable (snow depth > 30 cm) days would reduce the overnight stays by 38 and 71, respectively, but a 1 °C increase would generate 79 additional stays at Sinaia ski resort. The unexpected result for the latter was explained by the diversified offer of the resort beyond the winter sports tourism products.

In Nordic Europe, several recent studies [27–31] provided findings for a traditional, yet under-researched, ski tourism region. In Finland, snow depth was revealed to be a major estimator for ski lift revenues by Falk and Vieru [30], but the sensitivity turned out to be minimal in the north, partly confirming the insignificance of SWE levels on overnight stays as identified by Damm et al. [26]. The same study also reports that early snowfall had positive impacts on ski lift revenues for the whole season, and a positive impact was also confirmed for accommodation demand for the Lapland region from the neighbors Sweden and Russia [31]. In Sweden, similar results were reached, such that early season snowfall led to increased skier visits [27]. However, it was also found out later that the dependence of ski lift revenues on snow depth has been on a decline since the 1980s, especially because of the diffusion of snowmaking systems [28]. In Norway, analysis for one ski resort [29] revealed a wind chill temperature of −9.5 °C as a critical threshold, above which a temperature increase had negative effects on visitation whereas an opposite trend was detected during too cold days.

In the Alps, where 39% of world ski lift supply is present and 43% of global skier visits take place [39], various studies, besides the pan-European one by Damm et al. [26], were carried out on the effects of weather conditions on ski area/resort/destination performance. In Switzerland, Gonseth [20] identified natural snow depth and sunshine as positively correlated significant estimators for skier visits. She also revealed that better snow conditions at ski areas in lower altitudes would reduce the visitation at the ones in higher altitudes. The importance of snowmaking was also acknowledged, such that an increase from 30 to 50% in the snowmaking coverage of ski runs was deemed to be able to compensate for a 42% increase in the natural snow conditions’ variability. In France, Falk [19] underlines the long-term significance of snow depth on skier visits at high altitude ski resorts, but also showed that the detractive effect of a season with weak natural snow cover on skier visits could be as marginal as 2.5%. In South Tyrol, Italy, Falk and Lin [25] discovered that temperature increases lead to decreases in accommodation arrivals, yet are on a declining trend over the long term, once again indicating the restoring effects of snowmaking systems [20,28].

In Austria, which is the scope of this study and the top international ski destination [39] where travel and tourism revenues have total direct contributions of 7.6% to the gross domestic product (GDP) as of 2015 [40], early works [21,22], based on long-term panel data for nationwide ski resorts, revealed that the sensitivity of accommodation demand to snow depth is inelastic (0.1) and almost none, and even negative at times due to spatial substitution towards the high-altitude resorts, whilst the domestic market showed more sensitivity to snow depth and sunshine change, compared to the foreign market.

Despite the declining dependence on natural snow cover and the sustained performance of ski areas/resorts/destinations, especially due to early adoption of snowmaking systems [23], future projections indicate that even the so-called “technical snow reliability” may not suffice to justify future operations at some of the Austrian ski areas [41], mainly due to the technical (requirement for cold and dry weather conditions), financial (installation, energy, and labor costs), and environmental (water consumption) limits to snowmaking [42–44]. Indeed, such projections have already started to come alive, e.g., during the anomalously warm ski season of 2006–2007, recorded as the warmest season in Europe in the last 500 years then [45], when mostly the low-lying ski areas suffered from visitation and revenue losses of up to 33 and 22%, respectively, and the high-altitude areas registered a 4% growth in lift ticket sales, despite a seasonal shrinkage of 5% in Tyrol [7].
The comparative advantage of high-altitude ski areas in sustaining winter tourism was already noted by König and Abegg [16] as early as 1997, when they referred to glacier ski areas in Switzerland. However, they also stressed a decline in the original core summer skiing offer of these ski areas due to climate change as well as changing consumer preferences. In the Alps [18,46–48], the negative impacts of climate change, along with socioeconomic reasons, has reduced the number of summer skiing areas from 46 to 15 already by the 2010s. In Austria, an analysis based on long-term data for 12 lifts at six glacier ski areas [24] showed that the performance of these aerial lifts was indeed positively sensitive to the changes in the May–September snow depth, especially at the upper terrain, even though it was not differentiated between actual summer skier frequentation and pedestrians. Therefore, although high-altitude ski areas may be regarded as the safeguards of an economically sustainable winter skiing tourism [15,17], still more micro-level analyses are essential for a better understanding of the phenomena and change and their overall vulnerability.

As evident in the state of the art research on climate and skiing relationship, most models, so far [6,13,19–38], have utilized indicators based on weather and climate variables such as snow depth, snow water equivalent, snowfall, snow density, avalanche index, temperature, wind chill, visibility, and cloudiness as the main regressors, whereas other variables such as precipitation (rain, freezing rain, etc.) and wind speed have also been mentioned as important in consumer surveys with winter [49] and summer [50] skiers. Additionally, many studies, especially those based on long-term aggregate data [13,19,21,24–28,31,37], have attempted to control for changes in economic variables such as income, consumer prices, gas and airfare prices, exchange rates, unemployment rates, and changes in ski tourism supply in question. Regarding the calendar effects, especially in models with daily data [13,26,27,31,32,36], dummy variables have been inserted to identify peak times from weekends, holidays such as Christmas, New Year, and Easter, and school breaks at the market origins. As for the dependent variables that represent the ski area/resort/destination performance, lift transports [24], skier visits [6,19,20,32,36–38], lift ticket revenues [27,28,31], closures [23], and foreign and domestic accommodation arrivals, overnight stays, and occupancy rates [21,22,25,26,31,33,34] have been the main indicators. Most studies have utilized regression models in estimating the effects based on these variables, and more recently autoregressive models have been in use [19,24–26,28,31,36] to analyze the possible impacts of past dynamics of observations on current values of the data.

In this study, we aimed to measure the effects of long-term diurnal weather conditions on the visitation and lift frequentation of a year-round, high-altitude glacier ski area in Austria in terms of elasticity and volatility in order to account for any associated demand sensitivity and variability for both the winter and the summer offers. In doing so, we contribute to the knowledge on the relationship between the microclimatic characteristics and the business performance of glacier ski areas. We also provide methodological contributions by firstly utilizing climate data of ultra-high temporal resolution to account for the more relevant diurnal, rather than the daily, effects, and secondly introducing the use of the (generalized) autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH/GARCH) model in understanding the climate-variability-based volatility of ski tourism demand. Details on the study site, data, and model specifications are provided in the next section.

3. Empirical Model and Data

The study site is one of the first Austrian glacier ski resorts, located in the federal state of Salzburg, and has been a role model for many other glacier ski area developments due to its immediate success and state-of-the-art environmental management. It is one of the easternmost glacier ski areas of the Alps, with good accessibility to major source markets in Austria and Germany. By generating almost a million visits per year at best, it has a very strong economic relevance for its region, where (ski) tourism is a top sector with 2.72 million overnight stays in 2017 [51].

The ski area has a lift system situated within a 2100 m vertical drop. Skiing activity is only possible within the top 1000 vertical meters and summer skiing is usually possible on the shrinking glacier above 2600 m, and, in contrast to almost all seasons from the late 1960s onwards, nowadays suspended
from late July until the first large snowfalls in autumn, following the negative climate change impacts during the recent seasons. No skiing is possible in the bottom half of the lift system, so the skiers need to take one of the two cable-cars available to return to the base station. Additionally, lift services of the resort are increasingly popular among non-skiers, especially due to the panoramic viewpoints at its top station where pedestrians can experience snow and ice all year around. The edutainment offer includes a so-called National Park Gallery in cooperation with the bordering Hohe Tauern National Park [48]. The resort has received substantial investments for snowmaking, lifts, and non-ski attractions throughout its existence. This study takes account of the facility conditions valid for the period from 1 November 2005 to 30 April 2013, for which the data on lift frequentation and in-situ weather conditions were generously provided by the ski area operator.

The frequentation data is based on daily up- and downhill transports per aerial lift and uphill transports per surface lift typical for glacier ski resorts. A critical dependent variable is created by a summation of the uphill transports from the two feeder gondolas, which are the main points of lift ticket sales for the ski area. The values of this variable, termed as “first entries” (FE), indicate the number of total single daily visits to the area. The “total frequentation” (TF) variable, in contrast, reflects the overall frequency of all the uphill and the downhill lift transports during a day, whereas the values for the “glacier lifts” (GL) variable is derived by adding up all surface lifts on and around the glacier plateau (GP) with the uphill transports for the two connecting chairlifts in order to create a proxy variable for the number of ski runs. Last, the number of “non-skiers” (NS), e.g., the sightseeing pedestrians, are estimated by treating the downhill transports of a major cable-car that carries visitors back from the summit station at 3000 m to the summer skiing base station (BS), which functions as the skiing mid-station during the winter season. It is assumed that this service is mainly utilized by the non-skiers if the ski-run to BS is open. However, for days with summer ski operation and closed return run to BS, this variable is not valid. Therefore, these NS values are a rough approximation. All variables are used along the whole study period with 2738 observations each.

The weather data is based on records by one lower automatic station at the BS for the study period and another at the GP, which was only active from 11 January 2008 onwards. At both stations, observations with 10 min intervals were available for snow depth (SD), temperature (T), and relative humidity (RH) variables. Wind speed (V) observations were available at the BS, whereas a third station in close vertical and horizontal proximity to the GP did provide wind speed observations, of the same frequency, to be used as a proxy for the upper zone. Each variable consisted of 394,272 observations at the base area and 236,592 observations at the glacier area, including the negligible share of missing values.

Following a quality check on corrupted values, the in-situ weather data were further converted into aggregations and indicators that are more relevant to ski tourism. Snow depth, temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed were aggregated to their diurnal averages, based on the operating hours of the ski area from 9:00 a.m. to 16:00 p.m. Temperature and wind speed were then combined into the thermal comfort indicator, the “wind chill factor” (WCF), according to Formula (1):

$$WCF = 306.15 + (0.453843 \times V^{0.5} + 0.464255 - 0.0453843 \times V) + (306.15 - T)$$

where $WCF$ is the wind chill factor in degrees Kelvin, $T$ is the temperature in degrees Kelvin, and $V$ is the wind speed in m/s [52].

In order to treat the variables within a lift usage demand model [28,32], logarithmic conversions were applied for the continuous variables, whereas the percentage-based RH variable was maintained in its fractional form. Regarding the independent SD variable as well as the dependent FE, TF, GL, and NS variables, a value of 1 was substituted for null values to correspond to a value of 0 after transformation, following [53]. For the temperature derivative $WCF$, the original $T$ values were initially converted into Kelvin units to eliminate null and negative values prior to logarithmic standardization. As a result, the ultimate variables to be used as inputs to elasticity analyses were listed as $ISD$, $IWCF$, and $RH$ on the independent side, and $IFE$, $ITF$, $IGL$, and $INS$ on the dependent side.
As a final step before the volatility and the elasticity model specifications, a temporal filter was applied to the data series in order to distinguish the winter and the summer skiing seasons as “November 1–April 30” and “May 1–October 31” (the broader summer ski definition according to [18]), respectively. Regarding volatility assessments, an autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model, which is a widely used econometric approach when “the volatility of returns is a central issue” ([54], p. 161), was applied on the main sales performance proxy, $FE$, in order to identify significance and magnitude of any variation across the two distinct seasonal series. The elasticity models were also based on the two seasonal series and further distinguished by weather conditions at the lower (BS) and the higher (GP) terrains of the ski area. Here, given that the participating variable time series are standardized within percentages or logarithms, the resulting significant model coefficients were treated as elasticity ($e$) indicators, where $e < 1$ denotes inelasticity and $e > 1$ reflects elasticity, i.e., demand (in)sensitivity to the microclimatic characteristics.

In this study, we employ several regression models that incorporate the role of many variables as dependent variables, i.e., $IFE$, $ITT$, $IGL$, and $INS$. Here we also deal with a possible conditional heteroscedasticity problem via ARCH/GARCH type of models, whilst the problem may persist due to the usage of daily data. In order to specify the appropriate type of econometric or time-series models, unit root or stationary properties of the series planned to be included in the models needed to be determined. For this purpose, various unit root tests can be employed, while we used the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test, which depends on the estimation of a regression model. More specifically, the model can be written with different deterministic variables and the following equation reveals the widest form of the model:

$$\Delta y_t = \delta y_{t-1} + \sum_{k=1}^{p-1} \beta \Delta y_{t-k} + \eta tr + \omega + u_t$$

(2)

In Equation (2), $\Delta y_t$ denotes the first differenced series like $y_t - y_{t-1}$ and $k$ thus refers to the number of lagged differences. The ADF does not always need to include the constant and trend terms, while $\omega$ and $tr$ refers to the constant and trend terms of the model, respectively. Finally, $\eta$ represents the coefficient of $tr$ and $u_t$ denotes the residuals of the model. Results of the ADF test related to the series intended to be included into empirical exercise can be provided upon request, while the test results do not interfere with the elasticity analyses.

As for the empirical analysis, we depart from a multiple linear regression model as written below:

$$y_t = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 x_{t,1} + \alpha_2 x_{t,2} + \ldots + \alpha_{t-1} x_{t-1} + \alpha_t x_t + \zeta_t$$

(3)

where $\alpha_0$ refers to the intercept terms of the regression model, and $\zeta_t$ denotes the error term of the relevant regression model. The coefficients of independent variables ($x_1 \ldots x_t$) are $\alpha_1 \ldots \alpha_t$. The robustness of models is closely related to the significance of the coefficients, and the removal of the autocorrelation problem is also important for the model. All variables used in the empirical exercise can be treated as stationary in levels using various unit root tests and unit root tests’ results are not presented to save space. In this respect, autocorrelation tests can be applied to a single time series, and partial autocorrelation function (PACF) and autocorrelation function (ACF) orders can thus be determined. However, this technique cannot easily be applied to models where the relationship among several variables is studied. More specifically, a common autoregressive (AR) and moving-average (MA) orders cannot be determined for all variables. Accordingly, we performed the Cochrane–Orcutt procedure for dealing with the low Durbin–Watson stats. The Cochrane–Orcutt procedure, which can be summarized as below, was performed:

$$\zeta_t = \rho \zeta_{t-1} + \epsilon_t$$

(4)

where $\rho$ is $-1 < \rho < 1$. Equation (5) was thus obtained:
\[ y_t = a_1 + a_2 x_{t-1,2} + a_3 x_{t-1,3} + \zeta_{t-1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The Cochrane–Orcutt procedure was conducted by multiplying Equation (5) by \( \rho \) and subtracting the result from Equation (3). Accordingly, Equation (6) constitutes our final elasticity model specification in the study. The procedure was ultimately applied by specification of the first order autoregressive process term, \( AR(1) \), in the elasticity model equations estimated on the EViews 10 platform.

\[ y_t - \rho y_{t-1} = a_0 (1 - \rho) + a_1 [x_{t,1} - \rho x_{t-1,1}] + a_2 [x_{t,2} - \rho x_{t-1,2}] + \ldots + \epsilon_t \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

4. Results

4.1. Volatility of Glacier Skiing Demand

The number of first entries (FE) to the ski area reflects the numbers of single visits and sold lift tickets (except season tickets). During the study period of 1 November 2005 to 30 April 2013, the total figure for this variable was realized as 6.4 million, with average visitations of 650,831 (SD: 82,838.1) and 173,951 (SD: 18,032.3) for the winter (78.9%) and the summer seasons (21.1%), respectively. The summer season share of more than a fifth is relatively high for ski areas. During the study period, the first entries in the summer season increased by 31.1%, while the winter season FE shows a stable overall trend with considerable variations over the years reflecting the snow conditions especially in lower altitude ski resorts. For instance, the extremely warm winter 2006/07 [47] led to an FE increase of 28.4% compared to the relatively cold and rich in snow winter 2005/06.

Whilst the estimated share of non-skiers/pedestrians in first entries remains at 6% during the winter seasons, it rises to as high as nearly 57% during summers (excluding the summer of 2006 (12.8% non-skiers) and October (23.9% non-skiers), where glacier skiing leads to relatively high numbers of first entries, it is obvious that the share of pedestrians in the high summer season of July (two-thirds non-skiers) and August is much higher and obviously even reaches 100% if summer ski operation is suspended (which was the case for each summer season after 2006).

The variation of winter first entries is quite complex to illustrate verbally (Figure 1): Skiing demand is usually high in November and the first half of December due to the unique selling proposition of the glacier ski resort. A demand drop around the Christmas holidays is followed by the very busy second half of the Christmas school vacation. The second half of January is characterized by the so-called “January hole” typical for ski destinations in Austria. The longest demand peak begins in the second half of February and lasts about two months with a sharp demand decline in the second half of April, except for years with very late Easter holidays and vacations. The winter season then finishes with a last demand peak on the long weekend around the first of May.

- Winter 2005/06
- Winter 2006/07
- Winter 2007/08
- Winter 2008/09
- Winter 2009/10
- Winter 2010/11
- Winter 2011/12
- Winter 2012/13

Figure 1. First entries during winter seasons 2005/06–2012/13.
The seasonality in summer can be described much more easily (Figure 2): While the first weekend of May is still heavily influenced by considerable skiing demand, the latter decreases fast despite often good snow conditions. The number of first entries increases then in July and August parallel to the summer holidays in the most important source markets which in recent years also includes the Arabian Gulf Co-Operation Countries [55]. Following a second demand drop in September, the skiing season restarts, varying from year to year with the arrival of the first important snow fall, which usually allows the reopening of the glacier skiing. At the end of October, the high number of first entries of early May is reached, but this usually relies on a much smaller offer in terms of open ski runs and snow depth but driven by the very high early season motivation of avid skiers and racing teams that need to exercise.

![First entries during summer seasons 2006–2012.](image)

**Figure 2.** First entries during summer seasons 2006–2012.

The dispersion of overall visitation frequencies for both seasons, on the other hand, demonstrates quite variable patterns, as visible in Figures 1 and 2. Our ARCH-LM tests on both the winter and the summer series yield significant results, implying that there may be a considerable amount of volatility in the dynamics of these series. Thus, we suppressed them by the ARCH/GARCH effect. Table 1 reflects that GARCH (1,1) can be a suitable model to capture such dynamics. The t-statistics herein confirm that both the winter and the summer series have fluctuating structures, with stronger coefficients for the latter. Whilst the latter could be partly explained by the increasing non-skier interest towards one end of the overall summers, a major attribution for both series could be the intra- and the inter-serial weather and climate variability and an associated demand sensitivity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Winter</th>
<th>Summer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>5.11729</td>
<td>8.69490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gamma(1)</td>
<td>7.15612</td>
<td>8.64457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beta(1)</td>
<td>6.15998</td>
<td>8.19611</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** GARCH Estimations with normal distributed errors for winter and summer seasons.

4.2. Microclimatic Elasticity of Glacier Skiing Demand during the Winter Season

Eight different equations based on our elasticity model help explain 22–63% of the variation in visitation and lift frequentation in terms of the long-term weather conditions at the lower and the higher parts of the ski area during winter seasons (Table 2). The demand for visitation and frequentation is generally inelastic in terms of snow depth and relative humidity at both locations, except for the insignificance found with non-skiers towards the lower zone. In general, and as expected, higher snow depth leads to higher visitation and frequentation as well as increased skiing activity, as noted
by the increase in glacier lifts’ uphill transports, whereas relative humidity performs the opposite pattern probably due to increased chances of precipitation as well as reduced visibility and sunshine due to cloud and fog formation and vice versa. Visibility and sunshine are especially crucial factors for such high alpine resorts without any trees providing orientation. In the case of thick clouds or fog, white-out conditions occur easily, especially on the vast glacier plateau. Consequently, a high relative humidity that implies low visibility also reduces the number of pedestrians in the winter season, usually motivated by stunning panoramic views from the top station at 3000 m.

### Table 2. Microclimatic elasticities of glacier skiing demand during the winter season.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>First Entries BS</th>
<th>First Entries GP</th>
<th>T. Frequentation BS</th>
<th>T. Frequentation GP</th>
<th>Glacier Lifts BS</th>
<th>Glacier Lifts GP</th>
<th>Non-Skiers BS</th>
<th>Non-Skiers GP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Snow Depth</td>
<td>0.21 **</td>
<td>0.18 **</td>
<td>0.22 **</td>
<td>0.17 **</td>
<td>0.29 **</td>
<td>0.20 *</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.23 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind Chill</td>
<td>2.59 **</td>
<td>1.52 *</td>
<td>4.61 **</td>
<td>3.11 **</td>
<td>9.22 **</td>
<td>7.21 **</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Humidity</td>
<td>-0.26 **</td>
<td>-0.13 **</td>
<td>-0.34 **</td>
<td>-0.16 **</td>
<td>-0.60 **</td>
<td>-0.24 *</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.23 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-3.09 *</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>-6.79 *</td>
<td>-3.13</td>
<td>-18.41 **</td>
<td>-13.51 **</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>-1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR(1)</td>
<td>0.58 **</td>
<td>0.50 **</td>
<td>0.51 **</td>
<td>0.45 **</td>
<td>0.40 **</td>
<td>0.42 **</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.78 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.00 #</td>
<td>0.63 #</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.5, **p < 0.01; # autocorrelation present; Durbin–Watson stat: 0.91.

The wind chill factor plays a major role for skiers’ sensitivity, where highly elastic and significant coefficients are found across all first three dependent variables. The impact of the combined temperature and wind speed variable is lowest for first entries, higher for the total frequentation of the resort, and highest for the glacier lifts for both weather measurements on BS and GP. This makes sense for the following reasons: Overnight ski guests usually buy multiple-day lift passes and thus do not decide every morning based on the weather conditions if they will go up the mountain. To avoid too many sunk costs, they give it a try even in case of doubtful conditions as they might improve throughout the day and generate first entries. However, if the conditions are indeed not favorable, do not improve, or become even worse, very few lift rides in the ski resort are made and the guests either spend time in the gastronomy or take the cable cars downhill to the frequent wellness offers of their accommodation. The higher elasticity of the glacier lifts stems from their higher altitude leading to lower temperatures, more exposition and higher wind speed. Furthermore, at the time of our data, no gondola or chairlift was operating on the glacier plateau, providing shelter at least during the uphill transport. The same differences among the three dependent variables occur for the relative humidity, which shows the most negative influence for the frequentation of the glacier lifts.

### 4.3. Microclimatic Elasticity of Glacier Skiing Demand during the Summer Season

The explanatory power of the elasticity models is much higher for the summer season, where R-squared values range between 74 and 93% (Table 3). The snow depth variable becomes insignificant for all models. This is not surprising for the pedestrians not relying on good snow conditions to ski. For the exotic snow and ice experience of summer guests, for instance, from the Arabian Gulf countries, even the glare ice of the late summer or some snow rests might be sufficient. For the summer skiers, operationalized by the dependent variable “glacier lifts,” this is in contrast quite surprisingly. A possible explanation for this contra-intuitive result might be the fact that, as shown in Figure 2, the demand in May and June decreases faster than the snow cover and rises again faster in October. That is, there is a temporal mismatch between glacier skiing supply and demand, which might lead to an insignificant result for the variable snow depth for a model covering the complete summer season.

The wind chill factor demonstrates a very high demand elasticity—now also and considerably strong for the non-skiing visitors. The dependent variable “glacier lifts” has the weakest influence of the combined temperature and wind speed variable, which is the total opposite to the winter results where it was the strongest. This suggests that extremely warm temperatures might lead to less favorable summer ski conditions as the snow becomes slushy too early in the morning. However, the
positive sign nevertheless shows also that summer skiers prefer better weather conditions to storms and (occasional) cold surges in the summer.

Impacts of relative humidity are again negative, yet compared to the winter season with mostly stronger coefficients, and more significance for the pedestrian market. Interestingly, the strength of the coefficients is the complete inverse of that of the winter season; i.e., the first entries and the non-skiers show the strongest impact, while the glacier lifts are the weakest and are not even significant for the GP weather data. This indicates the important role of pedestrians for the summer visitation of the analyzed glacier ski resort but also shows a weaker sensitivity of summer skiers for adverse visibility and precipitation compared to winter skiers. Summer skiers are most likely more avid and experienced skiers or perform the sport on a (semi-)professional level, which requires them to exercise even under less than ideal conditions compared to purely leisure-motivated and less-experienced skiers in the winter who react more sensitively to adverse conditions.

Finally, if we compare pedestrians and summer skiers, it is obvious that the first are more sensitive to the weather conditions than the second, which is not the case in the winter season. Again, this can be explained by the specific target groups of summer skiers and the often foreign pedestrians neither experienced in high-mountain environments nor adequately equipped (at the beginning of their visits at least).

Table 3. Microclimatic elasticities of glacier skiing demand during the summer season.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent</th>
<th>First Entries</th>
<th>T. Frequentation</th>
<th>Glacier Lifts</th>
<th>Non-Skiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>GP</td>
<td>BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow Depth</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind Chill</td>
<td>7.93**</td>
<td>4.44**</td>
<td>9.65**</td>
<td>5.92**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Humidity</td>
<td>−0.53**</td>
<td>−0.47**</td>
<td>−0.48**</td>
<td>−0.49**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>−16.31**</td>
<td>−7.90*</td>
<td>−19.58**</td>
<td>−10.60*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR(1)</td>
<td>0.88**</td>
<td>0.87**</td>
<td>0.89**</td>
<td>0.90**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.5, **p < 0.01.

5. Discussion

Glacier ski areas are vital venues for the future sustainability of winter tourism in a changing climate and the very unique offer of summer skiing still important for professional skiers and the work with young talents. This study analyzed effects of 21st century diurnal weather conditions on the visitation and the frequentation of a well-established glacier ski area in Austria for eight consecutive winter and seven summer seasons with the analysis of multivariate weather impact on summer skiing being done for the first time in the Alps. Findings show that the business performance of the area in terms of first entries has been highly volatile in terms of both the winter and the summer seasons. Whilst calendar effects are quite stable to explain such internal dynamism, changing economic conditions and market trends form a basis for attribution. Especially the recent strongly increased interest from the Arabian Gulf Cooperation countries for summer sightseeing in July and August could be one reason to this imbalanced dispersion [55]. Moreover, microclimatic variability could also account for the volatility, especially given the study finding that reveals the high sensitivity of visitors to combined temperature and wind speed changes.

Given the overall tendency to more visitors in the second half of the winter season, it is not surprising that snow depth is positively related to all dependent variables in the winter models as, in contrast to ski resorts in lower altitudes, snow depth accumulates over the winter season in a high alpine glacier ski resort where the highest amount of snow is often reached only in the end of April or beginning of May. This indicates a methodological challenge when it comes to identifying the real influence of snow depth on glacier ski area visitation and frequentation patterns. A potential for further research could therefore be the analysis of the seasonal variations of the operating lifts, as these
are most often directly correlated to the snow situation, especially in the early season. However, as this operation level is also interlinked with the demand situation this variable requires careful analysis.

Our results from the summer season models reveal that snow depth has no significant influence on the summer skiing frequentation. Does this result contradict the ongoing glacier shrinking and ice mass loss in the Alps since the early 1980s [56]? Barnick [57] in 1970 had already pointed out the sharp skiing demand decline after the Easter holidays regardless of the snow conditions which are usually very good in high alpine areas. This is reflected also in the opening status of alpine glacier ski resorts for the year 2011 as illustrated in [18]. Given this non-linear relationship between snow depth and glacier ski resort frequentation it is not surprising that this variable does not show significant influences in the summer season models. For future research, it might therefore be reasonable to estimate separate models for the spring/early summer and the autumn ski season, taking account of managed (produced, farmed, groomed, etc.) snow factors.

The high sensitivity of visitors to the WCF also holds an important implication in terms of climate change, as increasing temperature would generally be associated with deteriorating snow cover and ski resort performance [32]. In this glacier case, however, climate change could lead to improved thermal comfort in terms of reduced extreme cold. Nevertheless, such change could have negative implications for summer skiing, but the growing non-skier market that demands high WCF could then compensate for the losses from the skier market and has already done so in the last 15 years. As our results show, pedestrians are more sensitive towards adverse weather conditions than summer skiers, who are usually experienced, or even (semi-)professional skiers [18,50,58]. Moreover, in a warming climate, glacier ski areas are likely to sustain their competitive edges over the ski areas in lower altitudes even in the case of further glacier retreat and shrinking ice masses due to the superior snowmaking conditions and gain from spatial substitution, as demonstrated by the direct comparison of the winter seasons 2005/06 and 2006/07 [7,59], sometimes at the risk of increased congestion and, thus, reduced attractiveness. Crowding experiences and their effects on visitor satisfaction as well as its management is a largely under-researched topic in ski tourism. Future research should also address among others the potential effects of weather forecasts on the variability of ski resort frequentation as well as the weather aspects affecting demand forecasting.
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